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This braw book belongs to

Porridge the Tartan Cat
Pat ma paws and
you can read it too.

1
A Few Words
Hi, it’s me.
I’m Porridge – the world’s only tartan cat.
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Everyone knows I toppled into a tin of tartan paint
when I was wee. So I am not going to say any more
about it. I am not going to tell you that I toppled into a
tin of tartan paint and became
from top to toe.

Me-oops
I just did.
I ever-so-very-much want to tell you all about my
latest tartan tale.
I’ve just got to finish my fishy biscuits first.

Me-crunch!
I want to become big and strong like the McFun
twins, Isla and Ross. They like eating lots of greens
and oranges and other tasty colours. We need
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to eat so we have plenty of energy to go on our
Porridgy adventures – especially Roaring Ross in this
fangtastic story!

Today we’re off to the

FangFair. It’s a wee bit

dark and spooky so you might want to read with the
light on. (It’ll help you see the words.)
If you’re so scared you need to look at something
warm and fluffy, I’ll be curled up in the corner.
It’s time for my catnap.

Me-yawn
Read on… if you dare!
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You Dared!
Once upon a newspaper, there was a tartan cat.
Me!
(It’s a cat thing.)

“Off you get, Porridge,” said Mum. “I want to put
that newspaper in your litter tray.”

Me-leap!
“Hold on, let’s keep this one,” said Dad, quickly
picking the paper up.
“Why?” asked Ross and Isla, the twins.
“Look.” Dad showed them the Tattiebogle

Bugle. “Porridge wasn’t the only one on the
front page.”
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“Dad! That’s you!” shouted Ross.
Isla read the story aloud: “Local Tattiebogle
archaeologist Mr McFun believes a stinky space rock
crash-landed in the grounds of Tattiebogle Castle
four-hundred years ago.”

Me-wow!
“How did you find that out?” asked Ross.
“Archaeologists don’t just dig in the dust,” replied
Dad. “I was digging around in the library and found
an old book about the castle. It said a rock fell to earth
and there was a terrible smell of stinky sprouts!
A pong so strong that people who smelt it were
knocked out for a week!”

Me-whiff!
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“My guess is the rock was made of

Sproutinium,”

said Mum, who is a scientist. “Sproutinium is the
smelliest element in the universe. Always keep away
from smelly old rocks.”
“And Dad’s smelly old socks,” giggled the twins.
“I’d love to do a dig in the Tattiebogle Castle
grounds,” said Dad, “but a funfair has just arrived and
the owner won’t let me near it.”
“Is it the

FangFair !?” Ross and Isla whooped in

their clever-together way. (It’s a twin thing.)
“Wahooo! It’s here at last!!”
“What’s a

FangFair?” asked Mum.

Ross pulled a crumpled leaflet from his pocket.
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“Can we go?” asked Isla.
“Aye,” said Dad. “Maybe I can do some space-rock
snooping while you two have fun.”
Och, there’s nothing fun about a funfair. I once got
stuck inside a—
“Hey, Porridge,” said Ross, with a cheeky grin.
“Remember when you got stuck inside a squeaky
candyfloss machine because you thought there must
be a wee mouse in it?”
How could I forget?
I had jumped in.

Me-spin!
Then I’d whirled around, and came out covered in
pink fluffy stuff! The twins said I looked sweet.
I tasted sweet too. It took me a week to lick off all that
icky sticky candyfloss.
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Me-yuck!
And I never did find that squeaky mouse.

Mmmm. Mouse.
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Ca t + ta r ta n p a in t = M E !
I’m Po rr idg e, th e wo rld ’s ON LY
tar tan cat. ME -O W ! I’m always
ready to lend a paw when the McFun
family (m y hu ma ns) ge t in to troub le
– wh ich is all the time. ME -S IG H.

ME‑GULP!

Join me on this helter-skelter-sliding,
stink-sniffing, dodgem-crashing
adventure to save Roaring Ross!
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AND THE UNFAIR FUNFAIR

Ross and Isla can’t wait to ride the
HOWLERCOASTER at the Fangfair.
(I’m just trying to escape the candyfloss.
ME‑STICKY!) But they don’t know it’s
an UNFAIR funfair and Ross is about
to be turned into a hairy SCAREWOLF!

a n d the U n fa
ir Fu n fair
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